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Introduction
This was the first examination of Christianity as part of the new GCE A Level Religious Studies

specification. Admirable work was clearly evident from many candidates and the standard of

responses, generally, was pleasing and reflected a range of skills employed across all the questions.

Candidates and teachers embraced the demands of the new specification in terms of the

assessment criteria. It was a joy to read the responses from candidates and these clearly reflected

the tremendous effort that centres expended over the two years of delivering the new

specification.

The examination paper’s compulsory questions proved to be accessible and yet at the same time,

challenging for candidates. Candidates who could write succinctly had the prospect of reaching

marks at the top of the band levels indicated in the assessment criteria, especially for questions

3(b) and 4.

There are 80 marks available across three sections. Section A consists of two, open-response

questions with a total of 20 marks available; Section B is a two part structured essay question

derived from material contained in the Anthology and has 30 marks available; Section C has one 30

mark essay question providing an opportunity for an extended response that enables candidates to

offer sustained analysis and evaluation. The paper’s content is focused on an in-depth study of

Christianity in terms of Religious beliefs, values and teachings; Sources of wisdom and authority;

Practices that shape and express religious identity; Social and historical developments; Works of

scholars; Religion and society.

Most candidates were usually consistent throughout the paper in demonstrating sound knowledge

and understanding such as:

Question 1 - ability to explore the various aspects that contribute to the concept of ‘pluralism’ and

most accurately referenced Hick’s approach

Question 2 - focused on the precise demands of the question and demonstrated how the symbiotic

relationship of Christianity and science was acknowledged with some candidates offering a

discussion of science and Christianity in their response that was not simply antagonistic

Question 3a - was a positive experience for candidates as it was generally felt by the examiners to

be an approachable and accessible text that was universally well engaged with; the clarification of
issues identified in the text was sound as was the ability to understand the extract commensurate

with the quality of the response

Question 3(b) - candidates clearly enjoyed getting to grips with McGrath’s arguments

Question 4 - some excellent evaluation evident of the significance of modern views on the Trinity

for Christianity, with some of the better responses incorporating the perspectives or positions of

relevant scholars into their treatment and making explicit links to either Philosophy of Religion or

Religion and Ethics

Less successful candidates lacked the ability to develop their answers, especially in questions 3(b)

and 4. The following weaknesses were evidenced:

Question 1 – some candidates struggled with the definition of the term ‘pluralism’ and confused it

with ‘multi-faith society’ whilst others seemed to struggle to write enough material solely on

pluralism, and instead focused on the differences between pluralism, inclusivism and exclusivism
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Question 2 – weaker candidates focused on the view that science had replaced religion without

evaluating why, how and consequences arising or simply offered an antagonistic view of science

and Christianity

Question 3(a) - weaker answers relied on simply re-stating or paraphrasing the extract rather than

developing and applying the key points; a tendency of some candidates was to write a summary of

the extract point by point over the course of a page and a half rather than clarify the points

identified

Question 3(b) - weaker responses focused heavily on Dawkins’ views in this question rather than

McGrath's and thus limited the marks that were awarded

Question 4 – weaker candidates struggled with the evaluation of the issues, not going into enough

depth and analysis; some struggled with the concept in the question, only restating that the trinity

is the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, without linking to modern views and/or making the ‘link’ to either

Philosophy of Religion or Religion and Ethics

Candidates need to understand that examiners cannot make assumptions about what they are

writing, they can only mark what candidates have actually written. It should be noted that

candidates need to understand what the questions are asking for in terms of the trigger words

‘explore, assess, clarify, analyse and evaluate’ in order to offer responses that achieve high marks.

Centres for GCE Religious Studies 9RS0/4B need to ensure the whole of the specification is taught

because there are no ‘options’ or ‘choices’ of questions available and so candidates could be asked

a question from anywhere within the specification.

The remainder of this Examiner Report will focus on each individual question and specific examples

with the aim of highlighting areas of good practice which can be used to help prepare candidates

for future 9RS0/4B examinations.
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Question 1 

Overall many candidates answered this well and made effective use of the scholar John Hick.

Answers reflected a sound understanding of Hick’s ideas with some even able to explain influences

on Hick, including his life experiences (his move from being evangelical when a student at university

through to the influence his philosophical training had that led to him becoming sceptical about

various aspects of Christianity) and Kant’s distinction between noumena and phenomena. Some

explored the argument that other religions were as equally valid in their distinct paths to God as

that of Christianity. Some responses pointed out the contradictory issue of a supposedly

omnibenevolent God sending adherents of other religious persuasions such as Hindus, Muslims

and Buddhists etc to hell while at the same time saving Christians just because they believed in

Jesus. Good responses contrasted pluralism and different paths to God with exclusivism.

Centres could remind candidates that they should provide developed responses rather than bullet

points or single sentences to demonstrate their understanding.
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A confident response that engages well with John Hick's material. The

attention to detail in terms of the influence Kant had on Hick and the role

of the 'Real' in Hick's thinkng has been handled very well. Reference to and

understanding of Hick's concept of 'global theology' reflects a well

informed and competent candidate. The material is clearly detailed and

directly answers the question as set. Deservedly this candidate achieved

the full 8 marks available for this question.

If a candidate decides to offer a narrow response by focusing on one

aspect or scholar (as in this case) then they should do as this answer has

done and demonstrate very clear evidence of depth with the material

given and thus present a full account to enable achieving the higher

marks.
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This is a good example of a candidate who has offered a wide range of

relevant material on Pluralism without specifically mentioning John Hick

and in doing so has managed to achieve the highest mark available for

this question. The material has been handled confidently with the 'explore'

aspect of the question explicitly evident along with accurate and detailed

knowledge and understanding present. Mark awarded Level 3/ 8 marks.
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Question 2 

This question was clearly well done by the majority of candidates and nearly all comfortably

managed to get full marks for AO1 content. AO2 saw some quality 'assessing' of both scientific and

Christian interpretations reflecting how well informed candidates were in terms of both scientific

and religious arguments. A range of varied and relevant material was employed including historical

and contextual details of Galileo and the Copernican revolution; differing interpretations (literal and

metaphorical for example) of Genesis; the Big Bang and evolution; Dawkins and even Behe and

Gregor Mendl featured in some responses. There was some pleasing use of more sophisticated

ideas such as different aspects of the universe that might require different models of explanation in

the 21st Century. There was evidence of thoughtful and at times pertinent rebuttals of some of the

scientific and religious argumentation along with careful assessment and analysis of scientific

theories, for example Behe's irreducible complexity ideas. Some interesting answers clearly

demonstrated how science and religion could be on the same path whilst others argued that

science confirmed what Christianity had said about the order of creation. There were many that

came to the definitive conclusion that science had replaced religion.

A minority of candidates digressed from the demands and intent of the question and gave a

discussion on issues arising in a multi-faith society and how if science replaces religion it will cause

conflict. Consequently this line of argumentation was not answering the question and therefore

hindered achieving the higher marks available.

Overall the quality of arguments offered was high.
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This candidate makes a good start by immediately getting to the intent

and demands of the question and indicating the direction intended.

Referencing Gould’s theory of ‘non over-lapping magisteria’ the response is

confident and begins to explore effectively the implication of the theory.

The candidate then makes some very effective use of Lemaitre, Hubble

and even Pope Pius XII. There is sustained and focused ‘assessing’ evident

as the response engages with whether science replaces Christianity’s

interpretation of the universe. A wide range of relevant and scholarly

material is presented in a lucid and insightful manner in relation to

perceived scientific and religious conflict.

This response was undoubtedly worthy of the top mark of 12.

Candidates should be aware that the trigger 'assess' also involves

identifying and breaking down and exploring the key elements of a

position/concept such as the assumptions or justifications that support it

as well as inquiring into the implications of it. To 'assess' can also include

why a position is important or not important and not just a listing of

strengths and weaknesses.
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This candidate takes a different approach than the previous exemplar and

arrives at a considered conclusion that science may not replace the

Christian interpretation of the universe. There is evidence of appropriate

use of scholars such as Darwin, Dawkins, Vilenkin, Polkinghorne and even

the early church's Tertullian. Starting with Copernicus and Galileo the

answer moves through a systematic identification of relevant and, at

times, detailed material that pitches the traditional Christian

understanding of creation with that of scientific development including

steady state theory, evolution, multi-verse approaches etc. This response

is an informed and credible attempt to engage with the issues indicated by

the question. The answer was awarded the top mark of 12.
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Question 3 (a) 

The importance of the trigger word 'clarify' cannot be stressed enough. The question is calling for

more than a paraphrase or regurgitation of the extract. What is required are answers that 'clarify',

in other words a candidate takes some of the issues contained in the extact and unpacks them by

making them easier to understand. This is achieved by explaining them in more detail. This skill was

evident in a lot of the responses that examiners saw. However, weaker responses suffered from a

lack of explaining the issues from the extract in more detail. It was pleasing to see that many

candidates did indeed identify a range of issues from the extract and focused on ideas about 'faith'

as demanded by the question. Issues such as the lack of evidence for faith, science disproves the

existence of God, religious adherents are deluded, having faith is infantile, faith is a process of non-

thinking, faith as a form of evil and faith in a 'God' as irrational etc.

Overall the vast majority of candidates presented answers of a very high quality.
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This candidate, following an opening context-setting sentence,

immediately gets to the intent and demand of the question by focusing in

on Dawkins' use and perceived understanding of 'faith'. The response is

articulate, succinct and at the same time an accurate reflection of Dawkins'

position. The candidate makes excellent use of quotes from the extract

and makes explict and implicit reference to other material that is relevant

(from the full extract used in the Anthology as well as Dawkins' own

writings). The candidate moves seamlessly through a number of salient

issues that Dawkins has engaged with and then arrives at a thoughtful and

apposite final concluding sentence. Full marks deservedly awarded.
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This response offers a fair summation of the extract. The attention to

detail is limited but the candidate has focused on some of the issues

identified in the extract and in particular the concept of 'deluded'. The

answer is competent and reflects the thrust of the passage but is narrow

in terms of 'clarifying' the identified issues. Nevertheless a Level 3

response (8 marks).
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Remember this question is only looking for evidence of AO1 material

(knowledge and understanding) and so candidates need to ensure they do

not offer evaluation at the expense of clarification as this might detract

from the overall answer and reduce the potential to attain the very top

marks.
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Question 3 (b) 

There were many excellent and, indeed, outstanding answers to this question. Many showed

detailed knowledge of McGrath's arguments and were equally prepared to engage willingly with the

material beyond a mere recounting of McGrath's position versus Dawkins. Many responses

demonstrated a good ability to not only explain and evaluate McGrath's key points but also offer

some critical analysis to further elucidate the arguments being discussed. Some structured their

answers effectively by taking each of the points made by Dawkins and immediately explained and

developed McGrath's response to that specific point. Successful answers had candidates providing

objective and thorough unpacking of the key arguments and the possible issues arising along with

evidence of a comprehensive reading/understanding of the anthology. Many candidates arrived at

a conclusion derived from the argumentation offered and then took a position in which most

agreed with McGrath.
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This answer is focused and well-balanced, providing a detailed, and in

places, a critical analysis of arguments from both McGrath's standpoint

and that of Dawkins. The candidate demonstrates a good awareness of

the range of arguments and criticisms that McGrath engages with. The

response is well-organised and structured and the candidate embeds

justified mini conclusions within each of the arguments under discussion

and in each case takes a position that is derived from the preceding

material. A particular strength of this response is that the candidate

indicates what they consider to be the strengths from both McGrath and

Dawkins and that McGrath is the stronger overall and he '...effectively

show[s] Dawkin's assumptions to be flawed - of course except the idea of

memes as analysed'. The candidate was awarded full marks.
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This is a carefully argued response that demonstrates the candidate's

familiarity with the anthology. The candidate has structured it effectively in

a coherent and logical manner and illustrated throughout with

appropriate quotes from the anthology and beyond (there is some

evidence of impressive use of other scholars for eg Hare). Subject specific

terminology is precise and used appropriately. It is focused and well-

balanced and provides a detailed critical analysis of McGrath's aguments;

the candidate identifies key points made by Dawkins and McGrath's

treatment of these points and presents them in a thoughtful and, at times,

insightful way. The conclusion arrived at reflects the overall reliability of

the evidence presented. The answer achieved the maximum marks

available.

A good understanding of what is expected when the trigger word 'analyse'

is in the question is important. In light of this when responding to this type

of question it can be useful to incorporate the perspective of other

scholars/concepts but this must be done in a manner that supports the

immediate demands of the question itself. Some candidates will make use

of other scholars but then fail to reflect on them in relation to the

argument(s) being discussed. Analysis is not 'response by illustration' as

candidates fail to actually reflect on them in relation to their own

understanding of the material being discussed. Nor is analysis, 'response

by association' where the candidate may identify something connected to

the issue and describes it accordingly. To analyse is to unpack and

deconstruct the salient information.
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Question 4 

This question was well tackled with the majority of candidates able to give a good account of

Barth's and Rahner's contribution to modern thinking on the Trinity. Good candidates were able to

demonstrate how both these giants of twentieth century theology stressed the personal aspect of

the triune self-communication of God. Many candidates offered a detailed discussion on the pithy

adage coined by Rahner 'The "economic" Trinity is the "immanent" Trinity and vice versa'. Some fine

responses showed how Rahner and Barth may have differed in their understanding of reason and

revelation and yet at the same time both were in agreement in rejecting the traditional approach to

trinitarian theology. It was pleasing to see some responses that attempted to link a theology of the

Trinity with a range of other issues such as suffering, forgiveness and authority and make

connections with liberation and feminist approaches etc, for example, Moltmann on suffering;

McFague's feminist thinking of God as Trinity not reinforcing the traditional patriarchal

understanding but advocating the subjectivity and personhood of women.

Weaker responses gave an account of the emergence of trinitarian thinking of the Early Church and

their creeds such as Nicea. These candidates failed to address all elements of the question and

specifically the term 'modern' and consequently did not receive marks at a high level.

Another pleasing aspect was the ability of most candidates to explicitly make sustained links with

either Philosophy of Religion or Religion and Ethics.
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The candidate engages with all the elements of the question and explicitly

identifies aspects of trinitarian thinking that is significant and other

aspects that are less significant. There is clear evaluation throughout the

response following a good introduction that unpacks the term 'Trinity' and

then indicates direction by identifying Barth and Rahner as the focus of

'modern' thinking on the Trinity. The candidate has an excellent grasp of

Barth's and Rahner's approaches (eg for Barth the role of revelation and

for Rahner the distinction between economic and immanent Trinity) and

proceeds to explore similarities and differences between the two scholars.

The link to Philosophy of Religion is that of religious experience and this is

given more than just a passing reference with some good discussion

surrounding the role of the Holy Spirit in religious experiences. There is

evidence of critical thinking and analysis along with a good contrast with

some of the more traditional and orthodox approaches to trinitarian

thinking. This response demonstrates detailed knowledge and

understanding and presents a coherent and logically structured discussion

that is developed effectively especially in the synthesis attempted beteen

Barth and Rahner. This candidate deservedly achieved full marks.
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This is a sound and solid answer that opens with an informed introduction

and makes an emphasis immediately on the significance of the Trinity in

modern thinking. The main protaginists are Barth and Rahner and there is

evidence of the candidate's ability to present a coherent and competent

treatment of the key ideas from both these scholars (eg for Barth the

'three persons' discussion and atonement and for Rahner the economic v

immanent discussion and Rahner's challenge to Augustine's

understanding etc). The answer attempts to integrate a range of

knowledge and challenges including, for example, Moltmann, biblical

understanding and Reformation thinking of Luther and Calvin. Evaluation

is evident and good work is made in contrasting and developing various

points of view. There is an explicit link to Philosophy of Religion and

religious experience (although this might have been developed further).

Overall the answer reflects secure knowledge and understanding of the

material that goes beyond the mere citing of isolated, framentary or

irrelevant points and thus is a comfortable Level 5 (30 marks) response.
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At this level ensure answers do not become a series of anecdotal

ramblings or an exercise in telling the examiner all you know but that a

careful note of the wording in the question is evident and that the answer

reflects the full range of elements contained in the question. Also

remember to make the link to either Philosophy of Religion or Religion

and Ethics, an effective link rather than just a passing reference.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Take time and care to consider the precise demands of the question by engaging with the

relevant trigger words such as 'explore', 'assess', and 'analyse' and 'evaluate' etc

Ensure answers do not give a partial or limited response, especially for the assess/analyse

questions where often the AO1 material has failed to be evaluated and no focused consideration

offered on the issues identified

Try to avoid making assertions or assumptions without offering supporting reasoning and/or

examples

For Question 4 candidates might consider coming to a judgement or take a position in the

conclusion

Try and ensure that sufficient detail is present in the 8 mark assess and 10 mark clarify responses

to reach the higher marks
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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